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Paul Bagnall’s MkII Escort 
 
 

(photos removed due to size – a revised version, with smaller size photos will be issued shortly)        

 

 

 

 

 
 

New Tyre from Michelin 
 

   
 
 

 

Misbourne Matins Fun Run 
    

 

 

 

 

(photos removed due to size – a revised version, with smaller size photos will be issued shortly)        
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MIDDLESEX COUNTY AUTOMOBILE CLUB LTD 

 

THE  

MIDDLESEX 
MAGAZINE 

www.mcac.co.uk 
 

Number: 291 (Volume: 14; Issue: 5) March / April 2010 
             

 

CLUB NIGHT IS EVERY WEDNESDAY 

1st & 3rd Wednesdays at 

GERRARDS CROSS SPORTS CLUB 

7 Dukes Lane, off Dukes Wood Avenue, Gerrards Cross, Buckinghamshire, SL9 7TZ 
(off the A40, between the pillar box and pedestrian subway opposite The Apple Tree) 

Map Reference: 176/000875½                                                               Telephone: 01753 886610  

2nd, 4th (&5th) Wednesdays at 

The Toby Carvery, Oxford Road (A40), Tatling End, 

(Between Gerrards Cross and Denham Roundabout, near the A413 junction). 
 

FORTHCOMING EVENTS 
 

31st March Club Night 20.30 NATTER AND NOGGIN (TOBY). 

7th April Partner’s 
Club Night 

20.30 PARTNER’S EVENING (GXSC) – SCALEXTRIC 
CHALLENGE. We dig out the old Club track, with some 
new additions (thanks to Paul and Kevin), for you to try 
your skill on the small track. 

14th April Club Night 20.30 NATTER AND NOGGIN (TOBY). 

18th April Marshals 
Training 
Day 

09.30 ACSMC RALLY MARSHALS TRAINING DAY. This 
training day, at Goodwood Motor Circuit, is suitable for 
both novice and experienced marshals. If you are 
interested in attending contact Steve Castle at 
steve@acsmc.com 

21st April Club Night 20.30 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING (GXSC). Your chance to 
have a say in the running of the Club and, perhaps, 
volunteer to serve on the Council. If you would like to 
assist in this way, please contact Andy Greenland. 

28th April Club Night 20.30 NATTER AND NOGGIN (TOBY). 

 

http://www.mcac.co.uk/
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5th May Partner’s 
Club Night 

20.30 PARTNER’S EVENING (GXSC) – BOULES ON THE 
GREEN. A chance for the sporting giants to show what 
they can do with the balls! 

7th May Set-Up 09.30 SET-UP FOR THE MIDDLEWICK STAGES. Can you 
help with the set-up for our first stage event of the year? 
We need lots of assistance at this large venue so, if you 
can help in any way, please contact Andy Greenland to 
offer your assistance. 

8th May Rally 09.00 MIDDLEWICK STAGES 2010. Co-promoted this year 
with Green Belt MC, there is again around 60 miles of 
competitive motoring on offer over the 8 stages. If you are 
not entering or servicing we need your help marshalling. 
Please contact either Andy or the Chief Marshal – Eris 
Robertson –at marshals@middlewickstages.co.uk or on 
07865 058232. 

12th May Club Night 20.30 NATTER AND NOGGIN (TOBY). 

19th May Club Night 20.30 VIDEO / DVD NIGHT (GXSC). An opportunity to catch up 
with the recent events on the rally scene especially,  
hopefully, the MiddleWick Stages. 

26th May Club Night 20.30 NATTER AND NOGGIN (TOBY). 

29/31st May Show  ENFIELD PAGEANT OF MOTORING (EN1 3PL). We 
have a stand at this year’s show to promote the Club and 
need around 10 cars for the display. If you are able to 
show your competition vehicle or help over the weekend, 
please contact Kevin Fowler (see last page) or Peter 
Nathan (07979 817654). 

30/31st May Sprint  S&DMC CRYSTAL PALACE SPRINT. Motor racing 
returns to the Palace and MCAC have been asked to help 
with the start/finish controls. If you can help, please 
contact Darren to offer your assistance. 

2nd June Partner’s 
Club Night 

20.30 PARTNER’S EVENING (GXSC) – TREASURE HUNT. 
With the lighter evenings we venture outside, while trying 
to find the answers to some clues around the local area. 
Why not have a gentle stroll and explore the Club’s 
surroundings?  

9th June Club Night 20.30 NATTER AND NOGGIN (TOBY). 

Discount Tyres 

 
Darren Pike has negotiated a discount for 
MCAC members at Sunbury Tyre and 
Exhaust Specialists. Sunbury Tyre and 
Exhaust are situated at 195/197 Staines 
Road West, Sunbury on Thames, 
Middlesex, TW16 7BH and a discount will 
be allowed on production of your MCAC 
Membership Card. 

Opening hours are 8.30am to 6.00pm 
Monday to Friday and 8.30am to 5.00pm 
Saturday. They can be contacted by 
telephone on 01932 785242 or by email - 
sunbury@merityre.co.uk. 
 
This offer is only available at the Sunbury 
branch. 

Editor: any volunteers?  Published by MCAC Ltd. St. Joseph’s, Heronsgate, Rickmansworth, Herts. WD3 5DF 
MIDDLESEX COUNTY AUTOMOBILE CLUB Ltd. is a member of ACSMC, AEMC, LCAMC & WAMC

mailto:marshals@middlewickstages.co.uk
mailto:sunbury@merityre.co.uk
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W H A T ‘ S   O N  ? 
 APRIL    

1/4th  Rally Jordan (I) WRC/S2000 

2/4th  Circuit of Ireland Rally (A) MSA/Irish 

4th  Malayasian Grand Prix, Sepang (I) WC 

9/10th  TAC Rally  BelgHRC 

10/11th Sporting CC of Norfolk Malcolm Watson Memorial Stages (B) 205/ASEMC/AEMC 

11
th
 CSMA Concorde Autosolo, Bovingdon (C)  

15/17th  Historic Vitava Rally (I) EHRC 

15/18th  Rally Turkey (I) WRC 

16/17th  Lyon Charbonnieres Rally  French 

18th Mid Derbyshire MC Twyford Woods Stages (B)  

18th Amman DMC Red Kite Stages (B) WAMC 

18th ACSMC Rally Marshals Training Day - Goodwood (-)  

18th  Chinese Grand Prix, Shanghai (I) WC 

18th Borough 19 MC Sprint, Honington (B)  

21ST MIDDLESEX COUNTY AC ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING (-)  

23/24th Cumberland Sporting MC Pirelli Tour of Cumbria Rally (I) BRC/MSA/BHRC 

23/25th  Rallye de Wallonie  BelgHRC 

24th  Somerset Stages (B) BTRDA/Eng 

25th Green Belt MC Tams Packaging Sprint, North Weald (B)  

 MAY    

1/2nd  Monteberg Rallysprint (A) Belg 

1/2nd  Killarney Rally of the Lakes (I) Irish 

2nd  Welsh Rally (Epynt) (B) HRCR 

2nd Beaconsfield (SYCOB) FC Annual Car and Bike Show (-)  

6/9th  Rally New Zealand (I) WRC/S2000 

7/8th Isle of Man Rally Ltd Manx Telecom National Rally (A) MSATarmac 

8TH MIDDX CAC/Green Belt MC MIDDLEWICK STAGES, WOODBRIDGE (B) MIDDX/AEMC/ASEMC 

9th  Spanish Grand Prix (I) WC 

9th Herts County AAC Debden Spring Sprint (B)  

9th Craven MC Ellissport Stages, Longcross (B) R2010 

15th  Plains Rally (B) BTRDA 

15th Green Belt MC/Wickford AC Autocross, Braintree (B)  

16th North Humberside MC John Overend Memorial Stages (B)  

16/17th South Hams MC TSH Stages, RAF Portreath  (B) R2010 

21/22nd  Bocholt (Sezoens) Rally  BelgHRC 

21/22nd  Alsace Rally  French 

21/22nd  Rally del Corallo Storico (I) EHRC 

23rd AC de Monaco Monaco Grand Prix (I) WC 

27/30th  Rally Portugal (I) WRC/S2000 

28/29th  Jim Clark Memorial Rally (I) BRC/MSATarmac 

29/31st Enfield & District VVT Enfield Pageant of Motoring (-) (MCAC display) 

30th  Turkish Grand Prix, Istanbul (I) WC 

30/31st Sevenoaks & DMC Sprint, Crystal Palace (B) (MCAC Start) 

 JUNE    

4/6th  Rally Sardegna (I) IRC 

5/6th Midland Manor MC Severn Valley Stages Rally (A) MSAGravel/BHRC 

5/6th  Chatsworth Rally Show (I)  

6th  Mini Epynt Stages (B)  

11/12th  9th Historic Acropolis Rally (I) EHRC 

12th Dukeries MC Rainworth Skoda Dukeries Rally (B) BTRDA/Eng 

12th Chelmsford MC East Anglian Classic Historic Road Rally  (B)  

12th Sutton & Cheam MC CAR-nival Sprint, Abingdon (B)  

13th Sutton & Cheam MC CAR-nival Stages, Abingdon (B) R2010 

13th  Canadian Grand Prix (I) WC 

18/19th Motorsport Midlands Midland Rally (B) BTRDA/MSATarmac 
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C h a i r m a n ‘ s   C h a t  
 

We are saddened to report the death of Tom 
Baker in January and extend our sympathies 
to his brother, Vice-President David Baker. 
Dave himself is not currently in the best of 
health and we also wish him well. 

Congratulations to Ernie Graham who, with 
Chris Parsons on the notes, won the first 
round of the FIA European Historic Rally 
Championship - The Historic Cyprus Rally – 
outright in his MkII Escort. 

Graham and my exploits so far have not been 
quite so productive! This year, in order to 
save money and travel time, we decided to 
concentrate on the Belgian Historic 
Championship – much nearer to home and 
almost or ‘local’ events, especially when 
compared to Italy and Finland! The first round 
was the Rally Haspengouw on 26/27th 
February but a broken alternator and 2 
punctures on one stage meant an early 
retirement! 

The 14-stage event consisted of 3½ laps of 4 
stages. The first stage of each lap was itself 3 
laps of an old airfield, including muddy link 
sections and greasy tracks, with the runway 
sections separated by the odd cone, while 
you ran at battle speed each side of them – 
the MSA would have kittens!! 

At the end of the March we gave the MkI an 
airing on the Bulldog Historic Rally. A trouble-
free run netted us 12th Post Historic and 5th in 
Class with the car in one piece! The next 
outing for the MkII is the TAC Rally in the 
middle of April, followed by the Wallonie a 
couple of weeks later.    

The current practice of meeting for Natter and 
Noggins at the local Toby Carvery seems to 
be working quite well so we will continue with 
that practice, while Partner’s Evenings and 
Video/DVD Nights will remain at Gerrards 
Cross Sports Club on the 1st and 3rd 
Wednesdays of each month.  

Unfortunately, on the Social side, the Dinner-
Dance and Awards Presentation at Stockley 
Park was not the usual success! The room 
was cold (to put it mildly – the heating/air 
conditioning system was blowing cold air on 
one of the coldest nights of the year!), while 
the food was not up to their usual standards. 
As a result, Peter has managed to negotiate 

a substantial reduction and all those that 
attended will receive a 50% refund – the 
cheques are enclosed with this magazine. 
Needless to say, we are looking for an 
alternative venue for next year! 

As usual, the ‘secret’ awards were 
announced at the Dinner. The recipient of the 
Bengt Armco Award was Paul Brown, who 
was driving his vehicle on the snow and ice, 
extolling the virtues of 4-wheel drive and 
explaining why it was the right vehicle for the 
conditions, when he promptly parked it in the 
ditch!!  That, only a couple of weeks after 
pranging his normal road car! The Best 
Newcomer, and winner of the Riddell Cup, 
was Nick Donaldson, while Matt Spooner 
received the President’s Award for devoting 
a week of his time to assist with the 
equipment for the Rockingham Stages – 
despite not being a member at the time (he is 
now!). 

With regard to the recent Partner’s Evenings, 
Paul Brown was the best performer on the 
PlayStation in February, while the Quiz Night 
earlier this month was won by the Bar Team 
of Pete Farmer and John Price. While on the 
subject of Partner’s Evenings, what activities 
would you like to see included for the monthly 
Partner’s Evenings? Have you any ideas? 
What would encourage you to attend? We 
would like to know. 

Are you happy with the way the Club is run? 
If not, the Annual General Meeting on 21st 
April is your chance to have your say and 
make any suggestions or even volunteer to 
serve on the Council. If you would like to put 
your name forward, please contact Andy 
Greenland before the 17th April. 

The Club’s next competitive event, on the 8th 
May, is The MiddleWick Stages, which was 
postponed from February and we hope to see 
as many of you as possible helping to make 
the event a success. Help is needed on the 
Friday for set-up and Saturday for 
marshalling and take-down, so if you are able 
to assist on either (or both) days please 
contact Andy Greenland to offer your 
assistance. 

Happy and Safe Motoring  

Tony Phillips
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Tom Baker  1923 – 2010 
 

It is with much regret to announce that Tom 
Baker died in January 2010. 

Tom was born in 1923 and was drafted into 
an Hussars mechanised regiment at the 
outbreak of war and trained as a tank driver.  
After one particularly spectacular accident 
whilst driving his tank he was re-assigned to 
the QM stores! 

When the war was over he found 
employment with Handley Page Ltd. as a 
lathe operator and later moved to Boosey & 
Hawkes and then to Johnson Matthey. 

He joined the Club with his brother (Vice-
President) Dave on 11th April 1969 and took 
part in a few events as a marshal.  But his 
overriding interests were in the Boys Brigade, 
where he eventually became Captain of his 
local unit, and in working for his local church.   

His funeral and cremation took place on 8th 
February 2010 at Hendon Crematorium and 
the Club was represented by Vice-President 
Adrian L’Estrange. 

R I P 

AHPL

 

MCAC help Misbourne Matins Rotary Club. 
 

Saturday 13th March saw the third 
anniversary of MCAC helping Misbourne 
Matins Rotary Club run a fun run for local 
school children. 

In true rallying traditions, set up was on the 
day before and, although it was not actually 
raining, it was bl**dy cold.  The day started at 
mid-day when club member John Wilson 
came round to my house to assist in 
collecting some of the club equipment which 
was to be used to mark out the route. We got 
to White Mark Farm and collected the keys to 
Donna from Debbie (my set had gone 
missing when I changed cars and emptied 
the glove box into a carrier bag to be stored 
in the garage. This bag included the keys to 
Donna!  It was a bit slippery so I took it a bit 
carefully as I drove to where Donna is stored. 

We loaded a couple of boxes of stakes, an 
eazy-up, and various other bits of equipment 
into the back of the Calibra and locked Donna 
up once more. Then the fun started, the 
grass was a bit greasy and the slight slope 
back to the site shop proved to be a bit much 
of the power of the Calibra. Three attempts at 
the slope proved fruitless so Ken Bacon 
kindly opened the gate to enable us to exit 
the field. With the keys returned, we were 
soon on our way to Gerrards Cross to begin 
setting up the course for the races. 

We met up with Brian Catt and the Rotary 
members and decided that the field here was 

also a bit greasy so the stakes were carried 
around the periphery of the school field. It 
was decided that there was no need to stake 
the whole course, just the corners and the 
centres of the straights. The start and finish 
banners were erected and the stakes and 
tape attached. 

By now, it was about five o’clock and it was 
decided to leave it at that and make any fine 
tuning in the morning. This was partly due to 
the fact that it was freezing cold and partly 
because the field had been visited by vandals 
in the past so the more we put in place, the 
more we would have to reinstate in the 
morning. 

Saturday morning arrived and it was totally 
different to the Friday. It was warm(ish) and 
sunny, a vastly different day to the Friday. 

Soon, it was time to begin the racing. There 
were to be four races for the various age 
groups. The first two races being two laps of 
the 600metre course. Races three and four 
being three laps each. 

All too soon, the races had been run and the 
medals distributed. The runners and parents 
dispersed and we were left with the task of 
collecting all of the equipment again. 

We are told that the race will be roughly the 
same time next year and we look forward to 
offering our assistance again. 

Pete Farmer 
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Middlesex County Automobile Club Ltd. 
(Company Limited by Guarantee) 

Companies Act 1985 and the former Companies Acts 
 

NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

 

Notice is hereby given that the Annual General Meeting ("AGM") of  
Middlesex County Automobile Club Ltd. ("the Club") will be held on:- 

 

Wednesday 21
st
 April 2010 at 9pm 

 
at 

Gerrards Cross Sports Club, 7 Dukes Lane (off Dukes Wood Avenue) 
Gerrards Cross, Buckinghamshire, SL9 7TZ 

 

to conduct the following business:- 

1 Consideration of:- 
a) the minutes of the Annual General Meeting of the Club held on 22nd April 2009; 
b) the Annual Report of the Council of Management of the Club; 
c) the Financial Accounts for the year ending 31st December 2009; 

 
2 Election of the Officers of the Club; 
 
3 Election of the Council of Management of the Club; 
 
4 Consideration of any further business proposed by persons duly qualified to attend and vote at 

the AGM. 

Club members are reminded that, pursuant to clause 49 of the Articles of the Club, any member 
wishing to be elected to Council must:- 
a) prepare a notice in writing nominating him or herself for Council membership; 
b) arrange for the notice to be signed by a person duly qualified to attend and vote at the AGM; 
c) prepare a further notice in writing stating his or her willingness to be elected to Council and 

sign this notice him or herself; 
d) forward both notices to the Secretary not more than 28 days nor less than 4 days before the 

date fixed for the AGM. 

This procedure is not necessary for any persons already members of Council who will be seeking 
re-election after retiring from Council at the AGM pursuant to Clause 46 of the Articles of the Club. 

 
 
By Order of the Council of Management. 
A. P. J. Greenland 
Secretary. 
1st March 2010 

 
 
Registered Address:- 
St Josephs, Heronsgate, 
Rickmansworth, Herts. 
Registration No. 1186777 
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 Admiral Nelson – 200 years on! 
 

 
 

Rally Marshals Training Day 
The Association of Central Southern Motor 
Clubs is organising a Rally Marshals Training 
Day at Goodwood Motor Racing Circuit on 
Sunday 18th April 2010. Starting at 09.30, the 
day will cover subjects that are suitable for 
both novice and experienced marshals alike. 

The aim is to be of interest rather than boring! 

If you are interested in attending, or would 
like more details, please contact either Steve 
Castle at steve@acsmc.com or Alan Spratt at 
alan@acsmc.com

mailto:steve@acsmc.com
mailto:alan@acsmc.com
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Enfield Pageant of Motoring 

 

This is another of our ‘local’ shows and we 
feel that we should put on a Club Display at 
this year’s show, the theme of which is ‘The 
Quest for Speed’. The show, which regularly 
attracts over 30,000 visitors, will take place 
over the bank holiday weekend of 29-31st 
May and we need up to 10 competition or 
interesting vehicles to create an appropriate 
display in order to attract some new local 
members. 

If you have a vehicle that can be displayed 
for the weekend, please let Peter Nathan 
(07979 817654) know as soon as possible in 
order that the display can be organised and 
the appropriate passes obtained. 

Obviously, we also need a few volunteers to 
man the stand over the three days (although 
not necessarily the same people every day). 
If you can assist, please let Peter know. 

 

 

Castle Combe Rally Day 

 

The UK’s Biggest Rally Show 

 

Saturday 18th September 2010 

 

Castle Combe Circuit Rally Day 

 

10th Anniversary Show 

 

MCAC will again have a Club display at this event, so please let me know if you are able 

to display your car on the Club Stand. 
 

Bookings before 31st May 2010 

 

Tickets & Paddock Parking Passes - Adult & Car £13 each 

 

Bookings after 1st June 2010 - Adult & Car £18 

 

Children Under 16 Go FREE 

 

Track Sessions 

 

Dedicated Track Session    £400 Each (Max 20 Cars) 
 

Individual Track Session  £25 Each  (Max 20 Cars) 
 

If you would like to book any of the above, please let me know so that I can co-ordinate the 

Club response and display for the best possible impact on the day. 
 

Darren Pike:  
 

Email:  pike536@btinternet.com                                  Tel: 07780-761779 

mailto:pike536@btinternet.com
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Lanka Challenge 2010 

 

Throughout History, MCAC have taken club 
teams to events throughout the world, from 
Imps on the RAC Rally, Toyotas on the Safari 
Rally, 10% of the entries on the London to 
Sydney, Rallying in Qatar and more recently 
Barbados, now, how about Tuk tuks in Sri 
Lanka! 

Taken from their web site: 

Welcome to the Lanka Challenge 2010 

After officially captivating the world in 2009 
through the first edition of the Lanka 
Challenge, we must now continue our 
meaningful adventure and achieve the 
unthinkable…    

From the 28th August to the 8th September 
2010, we will once again traverse the spicy 
island of Sri Lanka on our humble steeds and 
this time we will also explore the East Coast; 
wild, adventurous and less travelled territory - 
where you can expect even more remote, 
scenic and challenging roads. Our social 
projects, now involving the Tamil speaking 
areas, will reach a broader audience and our 
eco-friendly initiatives will continue to grow 
whilst touching many more lives.  
This is by no means an easy affair; 
contestants will embark on a true test of 
character, resourcefulness, endurance and 
navigational stupidity. It is a real maker of 
men and a genuine quest for wonder woman. 

So prepare yourself to patch up your three-
wheel mean machine in the most extreme of 
weather conditions, marooned in the most 
remote of locations and wearing the most 
ludicrous of outfits.  

We call on all travel aficionados in search of 
unique and meaningful experiences, who are 
willing to make a difference and savour every 
last drop of what this enigmatic nation has to 
offer. We will ensure that your contributions 
leave a positive footprint on the local 
community and everyone touched by this 
event.  

...Sri Lanka - the island of endless diversity; 
you are beautiful, sweet and gentle, exotic 
and interesting, simply fascinating - we adore 
you... 

If you want to join us in showing the world the 
true face of Sri Lanka simply visit 
www.lankachallenge.com .  

Keep cracking, 

Large Minority  

 

If anybody is interested in this latest club 
adventure, contact Mike Hurst who has ‘high 
level’ contacts and can advise on the best 
hotels and curries!

 

 

The Next Generation Of Tyres? 

 
A radical new tyre design by Michelin – there 
was a pair at the Philadelphia car show (see 
inside the front cover for pictures taken in the 
South Carolina plant of Michelin). Yes, those 
are 'spoke-like' connection fins to the inner 
part of the tire from the outside tread 'wrap!' 

The second picture shows how odd it looks in 
motion ... 

Makes you wonder how the ride feels doesn't 
it? Well, apparently, it is fantastic in the 
extreme! 
These tyres are airless and are scheduled to 
be out on the market very soon. 

The bad news for Police and other law 
enforcement is that stinger spikes will not 
work on them. 

Just think of the impact on existing 
technology: 

A. No more air valves 
B. No more air compressors at petrol stations 
C. No more repair kits 
D. No more flat tyres 
E. Less expensive and more money in the 
drivers pocket. 
 
Thanks to Tom for sharing this with us. 

http://www.lankachallenge.com/
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Saturday 

8
th
 May 2010 

 

 

MIDDLEWICK STAGES 2010 

MOD Woodbridge 

 

8 Stages 

60 / 65 miles of Competitive Motoring 

Organised for competitors by competitors 

We are grateful to the MOD for allowing us to return to 

Woodbridge Airfield for our second event at this venue 

Regulations available now from the Event Secretary: 

Tony Phillips on 01923 822590 or 07761 823157 or 

e-mail - tonyp@mcac.co.uk 

or download from the event website – 

 www.middlewickstages.co.uk 
Marshals should contact the Chief Marshal: 

Eris Robertson on 07865 058233 or 

marshals@middlewickstages.co.uk  

 

Can you help with the set-up on Friday? 

If so, please contact Andy Greenland.

mailto:tonyp@mcac.co.uk
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     Sevenoaks & District Motor Club               Recognised by. The Motor Sports Association United Kingdorn. Company Limited by Guarantee. Registration No.91 5882 
 

CHRIS SCUDDER 
4 Northdown Road 

Longfield    Kent  DA3 7QW 
PHONE 01474 703346     MOBILE  07711 078552 

E MAIL  chris.scudder@virgin.net 

Dear, 

We are pleased to announce the return of Motorsport at the Palace, our event in Crystal Palace 
Park after much hard work.  

This will be a 2 day event using some of the original race track from the 50s and 60s and will 
feature cars from that period along with some interesting later cars. 

The meeting is on Sunday and Monday 30th 31st May with a work party on Saturday 29th May,  

We hope you can join us for this event and would be grateful if you could fill in the form below 
indicating which days you are able to help out. Please pass the details of this event on to any 
friends that may be interested in helping and also promote it in your newsletters and websites if 
you can. 

Looking forward to hearing from you soon    

Chris Scudder 

Phil Fawcett 

Marshalling co-ordinators 

 

Name ______________________________________ 

Address__________________________________________________________________ 

Post code____________________________Phone No _______________________________ 

E- Mail ___________________________________________________________________ 

 

               SAT                                    SUN                                     MON       

If you can assist, please return this form (or the appropriate information) to Darren, who is 
co-ordinating the responses from MCAC:- 
Darren Pike, 1 Colne Reach, Stanwell Moor, Staines, Middlesex, TW19 6AD   (07780 761779) 

 

MCAC Championships – 2010 

 
Claims so far this year have been very slow, 
so I will hold an amnesty until the AGM, so 
get those claims in quickly. 

The current positions/only claims are; 

Stage Rally Driver – Graham Samuel     2 pts 

Stage Rally Co-Driver – Tony Phillips     2 pts 

Road Rally Navigator – Peter Cox          9 pts 
         Rob Brook         5 pts 

Clubman/Organiser – Tony Phillips      10 pts 
      Rob Brook           4 pts 

Clubman/Marshalling – Rob Brook      10 pts 
   John Brook           4 pts 
   Anne Kolter          2 pts 
   Peter Cox          2 pts 

 

Rob Brook 
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Members Motors 
 

Members name: - Kevin Fowler 

Years with MCAC: - 16yrs or so. 

First competition car: - Peugeot 309 GTi 
Stage Rally car. 

Current competition car: - Peugeot 205 GTi 
1580cc Stage rally car. 

Other cars: - Peugeot 205 GTi 1580cc Road 
car, 205 XS (12 car Rally car, maybe 
autotest/autosolo too), Jaguar X300 everyday 
car, Ford Transit Tow/service vehicle and of 
course sleeping quarters. 

Evolution of my current Stage Rally car 
started not long after I bought it as a road car 
replacement for my previous car, a Peugeot 
106 Rallye. I had only had the 205 a couple 
of weeks and decided to enter the clubs 12 
Car Rally. We finished this in Best Novice 
position and this got me thinking about 
building another stage car. Being the latter 
end of 2002, I decided that if I was to build a 
competition car, I would need a tow car/crud 
hauler, so I found myself a Peugeot 405 STi 
Estate.  

A friend’s garage was ‘borrowed’ for a few 
weeks, while I convinced my dad to let me 
use his empty garage, so that I could start 
with the initial strip down of the body. Prior to 
this I had taken the car for its last MOT 
before conversion.  

With the 205 now in my friends garage, I 
reversed the 405 up the rear of it and filled it 
with whatever needed to be removed, 
seats/carpet/sound deadening/plastic trims/ 
unwanted electrics etc etc. The ‘problem of 
finding a roll cage was half sorted, due to 
finding a front damaged Safety devices cage 
in my mate ‘Trig’s yard. The cage had been 
acquired from Sav Johal to be used in a 
beach buggy. I saved it with a bit of 
‘persuasion’. I contacted Safety Devices at 
the Autosport international show 2003 and 
ordered a front half cage and a full mounting 
kit. Many other items were ordered at the 
show, totalling over £750 worth! Slowly but 
surely the parts arrived and the build began, 
now in the comfort of my dads garage - with 
power. I had to borrow a trailer to move the 
car back and forth to Trigs so that he could 
do the various bits of welding for me. So far 

so good, cage in painted, extinguishers, seat 
rails and plumbing…. 

.. Fast forward to August 2003.  

The Bomb-Along Stages 2003 were my first 
target for a rally in the new car, with John 
Roseblade navigating for me. Let’s just say I 
was underwhelmed with the cars lack of 
grunt, and commented as such when we left 
the first stage start. I put up with it and got on 
with the (slow) job in hand. The next couple 
of years saw me compete on the Bomb-Along 
again and a few other selected rallies at 
Longcross and a few other places.  

In 2006 I decided that enough was enough 
and I needed to do some examination of the 
engine. I removed the head and had a rebuilt 
one waiting to go on, only to find that 
‘something’ had been eating away at the 
cylinder liners, bugger, thought I.  

The ‘spare’ engine I had in the garage was 
from a higher mileage car and needed a 
quick once over, which surprisingly proved to 
be worthwhile, as the engine only needed a 
clean up, with a new set of big end bearings, 
high pressure oil pump spring, new 
seals/gaskets and a few other minor bits. It 
also proved worthwhile to clean out all of the 
breather pipes and to tidy up the wiring a bit. 
This all made for a more reliable and better 
running engine, which was pleasing. 

For my next ‘evolution’ I had a new co-driver, 
in the form of ‘old hand’ Gordon Phillips, who 
was a bit out of synch with competing but 
was willing to give it a go again. I was very 
pleased as Gordon showed plenty of 
enthusiasm, and frequently offered to help. 
Next on the list was to examine why the 
gearing was, to be frank, cack. We 
discovered on a track day with PSOOC that 
there was a HUGE gap between 2nd and 3rd 
gears which really slowed acceleration. The 
gearbox that was fitted was a ‘freebie’ that 
was given to me by Dave Jennings, on a “you 
remove it, and you can have it” basis. It 
turned out after some catalogue examination, 
that the gearbox I had fitted was from a Pug 
405 1.6 Carb model and was hopelessly over 
geared for my car. 

By now, as any good 205 owner will do, I had 
broken up a number of tired 205s for spares 
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and had a number of ‘correct’ 205 GTi 1.6 
gearboxes in ‘stock’. This was not quite what 
I was after, and as I had acquired a 405 Mi16 
gearbox, I dismantled all the boxes I had and 
selected the best bits, using the Mi16 final 
drive with the 1.6 GTi Ratios. This 
transformed the car and made acceleration 
MUCH better, even improving top speed in 
the process!! I decided that with better 
gearing, I needed to improve the rest of the 
car too. First things first, lose any 
unnecessary weight from the car, so out went 
a lot of my ‘early’ innovations, heavy spot 
lamp brackets and suchlike. The next thing 
was to start to improve power, and with very 
little cash to play with, I found a Magnex 4 
branch manifold, in used, but good condition 
for £80. Not knowing what to expect from 
fitting this, I was pleasantly surprised to find 
that the engine revved a lot cleaner and a fair 
bit higher at top end in 5th gear(in fact to the 
limiter). 

The last rally that I did was The OMC Carfax 
Stages 2009 at Longcross, and to welcome 
us to the venue, it chucked it down with rain. 
Unusually I had Trig co-driving for me, and he 
had a bit of a learning curve to sit through. 
We finished a VERY eventful rally and I 
decided to ‘lay the car up’ for a few months, 
it’s now awaiting the 2010 season opener. 

Current car spec: - 

1987 205 GTi 1580cc. 

Standard engine with high pressure oil pump 
spring. 

K&N induction Kit 

Moved battery to inside car  

Magnex 4 branch manifold with Janspeed 
stainless steel exhaust system. 

1.6 GTi Gearbox with Quaife ATB limited slip 
differential and Mi16 4.5:1 final drive. 

Bilstein GrpN/A Peugeot sport Tarmac 
dampers front and rear with 225lbs front 
springs and 21mm rear torsion bars, solid 
rear beam mounts (home made) Powerflex 
wishbone bushes and Pug Sport roller 
bearing top mounts. 

Shenpar full width polypropylene sump guard 
with extra stiffeners.  

Home made 3mm alloy tank guards. 

Cobra Monaco bucket seats with home 
designed mountings.  

Standard 1.6 GTi front brakes with EBC 
Yellowstuff brake pads, braided Goodrich 
hoses, and DOT5/RBF brake fluid. 

Standard 1.6 GTi rear brakes with Genuine 
Peugeot brake shoes, braided lines and DOT 
5 fluid. 

Lightly modified wiring loom to cope with 
extra requirements.  

All of this stands me a reasonable amount, 
but bear in mind the amount of hours that go 
into preparing a rally car too, and you will 
realise why some people build a car, use it a 
few times then when ‘other’ things come 
along, children etc, that the cars go into 
storage. 

I hope this inspires some of you to go out and 
build your own.  

Kev.

 

Who said Car Names Don’t Have Meanings? 
 

BMW: Brings Me Women / Brings More   
Worries 

BENZ: Better Environment Near Zoo 

FIAT: Failure in Italian Automotive 
Technology / First In All Troubles 

FORD: For Only Rough Drivers / For Old 
Retired Drivers 

GOLF GTI: Girls Only Love Fun Get Them 
Inside  

HONDA: Hang Over, Now Driving Away 

HYUNDAI: Hope You Understand Nothing's 
Drivable And Inexpensive  / Have Your 
Undertaker Notified Daily About It 

KIA: Kills In Accidents / Kindly Inform Allah 

NISSAN: Never Is Safe So Avoid Now 

OPEL: Old People Enjoying Life 

PORSCHE: Proof Of Rich Spoilt Children 
Having Everything 

TOYOTA: The One You Only Trust, Always 

VOLVO: Very Odd Looking Vehicular Object 
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Paul Bagnall  Escort MK2 Rebuild: The story so far
After replying to an advert for a co-driver for 
Paul in the club magazine, and at our first 
meeting discussing the car and events that 
Paul would like to do, Belgium was 
suggested by me as an alternative to the 
single venues in the UK both for value for 
money and the use of closed roads.  

However Paul had some major issues with 
the car both in the engine and handling 
department so, after contacting Tim Smith 
who has had many years of working and 
building Mk 2 Works Cars, we decided to 
take on Paul's car to see just what was wrong 
with it and see if we could get it in shape for 
some events in Belgium where l have some 
experience both as a driver & co-driver.  

We arranged to collect the car from Ben who 
had been looking after the car for Paul since 
the car had retired from its last outing with oil 
blowing out everywhere and a blown clutch.  

With the car installed in Tim’s garage we set 
about stripping out the engine & box to see 
just what was wrong, with the unit out it was 
quite clear a major problem had caused the 
block to hole itself in number 2 bore, and the 
clutch had failed with the plastic carrier 
melting into a blob of goo together with good 
soaking in oil.  

The bad news was reported back to Paul for 
him to come up with a budget, so we could 
plan ahead with putting the car right. From 
the outset l had offered my help & experience 
in car preparation in return for a few co-drives 
in the car & Tim had agreed to work for 
Mates Rates to help him out.  

So we set about stripping out the front 
suspension, cross member & steering only to 
find that the cross member was twisted and 
welded up everywhere, both track control arm 
joints were about to collapse and one of the 
strut nuts had been welded on, so we were 
now facing more of a rebuild of the front end 
than just a put it right job.  

Things just got worse as we found that Mr Tin 
Worm had been busy eating his way through 
the front bulkhead and around the offside 
drivers A post, lots of welding ahead for Tim, l 
was busy removing the interior & seats as 
these were base mounted and not 
homologated as is a requirement for events 
abroad, so out came the pedal box so that 
welding could take place to the bulkhead, yes 

you guessed it, the pedal box bushes were 
totally shot and clutch pedal  was bent and 
the unit had been repaired & welded up but 
Tim said that he could repair this and re-bush 
and straighten the pedal saving a few quid.  

With the seats and extinguishers out, we 
found yet more worm in the floor on both 
sides and around the gearbox tunnel, it really 
needed a new floor pan both sides but to 
save the budget Tim again said he could 
repair both sides, also by removing the RSJ’s 
that the seats were mounted on we could 
weld in proper seat mounts for side mounted 
seats.  

It was becoming clear that this would not be a 
quick job and as l moved to the boot area, an 
old Capri Fuel tank had been fitted and we 
know how slow these can take to fill due to 
the height but this one had the filler below the 
fuel neck!! And the spare wheel carrier was 
again made of RSJ’s and its movement had 
caused the boot floor to crack in several 
places and together with the worm was in a 
sorry state.  

Tim & l agreed that a report back to Paul with 
our findings and that to put this car right we 
would need him to come up with a budget, 
which he did £3000.  

Although small we thought it might just be 
possible to do it for him.  

So now we decided to strip out the car totally 
and more or less start again, refurbishing & 
saving what bits we could. Our plan was to 
now get the car up to a good standard and 
prepare it for Belgium.  

Time was not on our side as for me working 
on the car one night a week and having a 40 
mile round trip to Tim’s, with Tim being 
Chairman of the ERMC MC his spare time 
was also quite rare, Paul was getting 
frustrated as all we seemed to be doing was 
giving him bad news and progress was slow, 
all he wanted to do was to get out and do 
some events l could understand that, but the 
car had been a non-finisher on several 
events and this was not what l wanted for 
Paul and the job we were offering to do, 
would make the car reliable.  

Paul had to realise that we were now having 
to do a total rebuild and this would take more 
time, after all it was a spare time job for us, (a 
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professional job would take one man two to 
three months using all new parts to finish a 
car).  

With the car totally stripped out, roll cage, 
wiring, doors (the co-drivers door window 
was Perspex must have been old because it 
was brown and no way could you see out of 
it) more bad news, so we aimed to replace 
with a 7 piece polycarbonate set, but further 
down the line,  all we seemed to be doing 
was adding more jobs and time to the project 
this was not what Paul had in mind or 
wanted, but l had to convince him that it was 
worth doing and waiting for.  

A few months pass and all the welding has 
been done, bulkhead, interior, floor, gearbox 
tunnel, seat mounts, A post, boot floor with 
new mounting for a proper alloy foamed filled 
fuel tank,  it’s now time for all the glass to 
come out so that we can rub down and paint 
the engine bay, interior, boot floor in diamond 
white, with this done rub down the roll cage 
and repaint this is now ready to refit, at last 
we start bolting things back, we can see the 
tunnel but no light yet.  

Regarding the exterior bodywork thinking 
ahead the two front wheel arches were 
fibreglass and badly cracked as was the front 
spoiler hanging off due to being towed out of 
a stage, the bonnet was also fibreglass and 
needed replacing, the bad news continued, 
we ordered two new front alloy arches and a 
front spoiler at least they can be hammered 
out if bent we also need to source a steel 
bonnet.  

The engine was stripped and the hole in 
number 2 cylinder rendered the block scrap 
at least the head was OK, so off to Escort-
Tec Dorking who have a wide range of MK2 
spares and also run competition cars to pick 
up a donor Pinto engine for £125 this will be 
the basis for the engine rebuild with the block 
going to Julien Godfrey’s  for re-bore pistons 
& balance more work for Tim to do the 
rebuild, again to keep the costs down for 
Paul.  

And now a word from our sponsor!  

by Paul  

I joined MCAC to enter Rockingham 2007 
and since then have entered under the club 
name wherever possible.  My co-driver call 
out that resulted in meeting Derek and Tim 
was occasioned by the retirement of my 
previous regular co-driver: my old dad. We 

had to pull out from a good run on the Horiba 
D'Isis at MIRA in April 09 due to a serious 
bout of "Mal de Navi". Struggling to free 
himself of belts and belts and intercom, 
remove the glasses, fumble the helmet straps 
and tumble over the door bars before finally 
tearing the helmet off and allowing his 
breakfast and lunch to decorate MIRA's 
neatly clipped verges was the final nail in the 
coffin for his days in the hot seat. Having 
already splashed the shoes of some startled 
stage Finish Control marshals on a morning 
stage - not knowing whose discomfort was 
the greater - but struggling valiantly on, we 
had to call it a day after his second 
outpouring of carroty grief. So he hung up his 
soon-to-be-out-of-date helmet for good.  

I took up my entry on the Rally of the 
Midlands with a friend having his first ever go 
at co-driving. 

Said friend admitting to me only 24 hours 
before the event got underway that he was 
"not too good with my lefts and rights"..... And 
how! I read the roadbook from his lap for the 
road sections and put up with totally confused 
attempts at vocalising any necessary 
changes of direction combined with a variety 
of inconsistent windmilling hand signals for 
the competitive bits. Luckily I had done the 
event twice before and was pretty familiar 
with the stages. My grief was compounded 
when same friend pointed out that we 
seemed to be something of a second class 
citizen compared to the other well turned out 
and neatly prepared vehicles on the event, as 
my car was "a bit of a heap". The cheek! 

As Derek pointed out to me, I should have 
abandoned this "friend" in the middle of MIRA 
and told him to find his own way home. But 
putting sorely wounded pride aside, I guess I 
had to grudgingly admit that perhaps he did 
have a point. Even the seeded-last one litre 
Micra did seem to have been crafted to an 
extraordinarily high level and was beautifully 
presented. Behind my sagging fibreglass 
bonnet, battered bodywork and foggy aged 
perspex there did seem to be an awful lot of 
hanging wires, perished cage padding, 
wobbly seats (despite the RSJs!) and make-
do-and-mend contraptions. On top of that, 
some of the oil blowing out of the engine had 
found its way into the cockpit, smearing itself 
around and liberally attracting any available 
mud and grime, creating an overall effect of a 
rallying derelict garden shed. 
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Some of you may be familiar with the car: a 
white MkII with wide black stripe running front 
to back and over the roof; emblazoned with 
Emperor Vision (my architectural visualisation 
company's) logos and has the same written 
in Chinese characters on the front wings. If 
you are, you will probably also have noticed 
we are usually followed around by a gentle 
fog of oil smoke. The hole in the bore Derek 
mentions had been diverting valuable 
horsepower to pressurise the oilways and 
blow goodness out of the unit wherever 
possible, into the hot engine bay. The 
resulting smoke not only pouring from 
underneath but also getting inside, gradually 
filling the interior with an eye-watering blue 
haze. This thickened to a dense fog on longer 
stages and we had to immediately pop both 
doors at the stage finish in order to see and 
breathe properly again, enveloping the 
marshals too. 

The Rally of the Midlands ended for us just 
as we were about to get into our stride 
around MIRA (a favourite venue) with 
alarming screeching heralding epic clutch 
failure.  And so began the odyssey with 
Derek and Tim. Initial enthusiasm had the 
project timescale set at 2 months. The car 
made it to Tim's in July. So now eight months 
later it would seem we have as Derek says, a 
tunnel in sight, but no light at the end yet.  

With the enforced lay off from competing I 
have been out marshalling a bit instead to 
feed the rallying addiction. And it’s only after 
these days out that I get bouts of impatience, 
wanting to get back out there again. But I 
totally appreciate the efforts Derek and Tim 
are putting in and fully realise I am trading on 
their goodwill. Slow progress is par for the 
course when squeezing work on a car - 
particularly somebody else's car - into the 

precious pockets of free time carved out from 
demanding everyday life. A brother in law 
reassured me perfectly once, when I was 
reporting on little progress, by saying that 
spare-time restoration work on all types of 
vehicle is at best "glacial"; going on to cite the 
case of a friend's classic motor bike that has 
been slowly assembling in a mate's front 
room (!) for the last 15 years......  

I'm pretty confident we won't be waiting that 
long to see my beautiful new MkII Pinto 
emerge, butterfly like, from the caterpillar of 
tired old rally car pupating in his garage since 
last summer. It’s going to be worth the wait. 
The only problem I'm facing is finding the 
money to finance those Belgian events I've 
promised Derek once we're ready to go. 
Emperor Vision produces top notch 3D 
computer visuals for Planning and marketing 
of building projects for property developers 
and other architects and, as you can imagine, 
we've been hit pretty hard by the recession 
crippling the building industry. So if you, dear 
reader, require this sort of service for your 
burgeoning property portfolio, take a look at 
www.emperorvision.com and commission us, 
safe in the knowledge that all the profits get 
ploughed into the continuation of rallying, and 
will give Derek more material for continuing 
the story of a budget rallying rebuild. 

Because now that we appear to be at the end 
of discovering all my car's hidden little 
secrets (I had no idea so many Tin Worms 
had taken up residence) and with nigh on 
another thousand pounds just spent with 
Rally Design for some shiny new bits, we 
might just be ready to start writing the closing 
chapters. Watch this space for further 
instalments.

    

Middlesex Challenge – 2010 
 

Following the cancellation of the Valentine, the first round of this year’s Challenge was the 
Brakefast and the current positions after that event are: 

1st Rob Rolston  100.00 
2nd  Harvey Edwards   98.36 
3rd   Jon Senior    98.26 
4th Chris Keys    93.88 
 

5th Mark Webster   93.01 
6th Christine Wooster   90.02 
7th Pat Anderson   85.56 
8th Martin Lush    82.49 
9th Mike Wooster   78.97

 

The next round is The MiddleWick Stages on 8
th

 May.   


